Academic occupational medicine at the crossroads Occupational Medicine has established itself in the last 50 years and is still growing apace in recognition, in specialists and in research. While in 1928 there were only about nine occupational physicians in the whole country", by 1935 the Association of Industrial Medical Officers was newly formed by 20 founder membersand today it has some 2000 members. The British Journal of Industrial Medicine was inaugurated in 1944. Following the Todd report on medical education-Specialist Advisory Committees in occupational medicine were set up throughout the UK and in 1977 the Faculty of Occupational Medicine was established by the Royal College of Physicians. Today there are 1000 to 1200 full time occupational physicians in the UK, mostly with membership of the faculty, and a larger number of part-time doctors in the specialty, many with associate membership of the Faculty.
'The demand for research and trained medical and other personnel is likely to increase' 4 and the need for suitably trained occupational physicians is now widely acknowledged by industry, commerce, trade unions and the armed forces, and there has recently been a gratifying increase in such appointments for the National Health Service, which with one million employees is the largest employer in the UK. Harmonization in the European Community in 1992 also will bring a greater exchange of personnel and of laws and regulations, probably demanding more expertise from specialists in this country.
In contrast to this progress academic occupational medicine has reached an impasse from which an escape is urgently required. There are at present just 19th government funded academic posts in occupational medicine in the whole UK, distributed in eight university departments, including just one chair and one 'director'. This has to be seen against a total of 2407 wholly funded clinical posts in this country.
These departments are anyway partly funded by industry through payments for service work, research contracts and other short-term commissions, and in the case of the London School of Hygiene, the Trade Union Council makes a moderate contribution.
Recently the University Grants Committee (UGC) commissioned a review of these departments with the terms of reference (1) to examine current provision for teaching and research and (2) to advise on the future pattern of provision". In its extraordinarily defeatist report the review team suggests to the committee that in future funds should be concentrated on only two centres of excellence, Birmingham and Aberdeen (in conjunction with Edinburgh), while support for three other centres (Newcastle, Manchester and Surrey) continue as hitherto.
Funding of Dundee would be withdrawn altogether. This means that Birmingham gets 2th extra posts, Aberdeen an extra chair and three senior lecturers and Edinburgh gets a part-time chair and three senior lecturers.
But surprisingly it also recommends that all funding for the London School of Hygiene be discontinued and its 4th teaching posts and seven other posts would no longer be financed. The London School of Hygiene has been an enthusiastic supporter of the specialty since the earliest meetings of the Association of Industrial Medical Officers, when Dr Wilson Jameson in 1936 provided advice, meeting room and library facilities to the newly founded association''. Under Professor Schilling it became a world renowned teaching and research centre, which attracted many overseas physicians and research fellows as well as British occupational and armed forces doctors. It continues to produce valuable research and has a full postgraduate programme with three times as many applicants as vacancies for its classes.
Unfortunately in the Reid report" the School scored an amazing own goal by suggesting the closure of the department for financial reasons -a suggestion since belatedly withdrawn. The department would not be viable by relying on research services and advice to industry, and the now exorbitant tuition fees, especially for overseas postgraduates, cause some concern. The Trades Union Congress has given an annual grant of £25000 to its 'TUC Centenary Institute', since its inception, but this has not increased with inflation.
The UGC report suggests that secure funding might come from the Health and Safety Commission and 'interested government departments' -surely in the present climate a completely unrealistic hope.
The plan proposes as a totally inadequate sweetener the creation of two posts in London as joint appointments between a teaching hospital and an appropriate college of the university -'to provide adequate undergraduate teaching in occupational health -and a limited amount of postgraduate teaching'.
The result of implementing this scheme would be that there would be no proper university department of occupational medicine south of the Avon (or for that matter in Wales). The Robens Institute in Surrey 'unlike other departments reviewed does not have a medical school':', does not run courses for the DIH or MSc in occupational medicine and is more concerned with occupational hygiene, safety and health, ergonomics and epidemiology.
Academic occupational medicine in Britain has been among the first in the world in establishing teaching and research in the specialty and has produced many famous physicians, starting before the war with The Minister of Health stated in 1982 'that this Department would be very concerned if the universities made their cuts in pathology or in the newer smaller specialties' 7. The offer of 16% posts in occupational medicine for next year, compared with 2407 university funded medical teaching posts in the UK which are subsidized to the tune of £90 million, appears utterly miserly for this growing specialty and one must hope that the Universities Funding Council will improve its provision and also find a way to fund a centre of excellence in the metropolis comparable to the London School of Hygiene at its peak.
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